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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are many very potent inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase, and 
since acetylcholinesterase has a vital function in nervous activity, all are 
very toxic substances (1). Much information concerning two of the more 
interesting groups of inhibitors, organophosphates and carbamates, is 
given by R. D . O'Brien in this volume and in monographs by G. Schrader 
(2) and B. Holmstedt (3). This article is therefore limited to a brief 
presentation of the theoretical basis of the inhibition of acetylcholines
terase. 

We start with the formation of a reversible enzyme-substrate complex 
which occasionally undergoes further reaction to yield products and free 
enzyme. Observations with inhibitors and substrates suggest that the 
active site consists of two subsites, an anionic site, which binds and orients 
substituted ammonium ions, and an esteratic site, containing an acidic and 
a basic group (H—G) both of which are essential for hydrolytic activity. 
At the anionic site, ionic and "hydrophobic" forces contribute to the sta
bility of complexes formed with inhibitors and substrates (4, 4a, 4b). The 
ionic bond contributes a factor of about thirty. 

II. THEORY OF ENZYMIC HYDROLYSIS 

193 
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The contribution of hydrophobic bonds arises from the tendency of 
water to expel nonpolar groups and depends, of course, upon the nature 
and distribution of the hydrophobic substituent, being about 7 (relative 
to H) for a methyl group in tetramethylammonium ion or acetylcholine. 
In the case of tetrahedral quaternary ions one group must project into 
the solution and is without binding properties; but it may make a statisti
cal contribution to binding; tetramethylammonium ion is bound 4 times 
better than trimethylamine, in accordance with the possibility of selecting 
the nonbinding methyl group in four ways. A binding contribution of 
four as against seven is not sufficiently different to confirm the physical 
picture, but it is consistent with it. 

The esteratic site is the location where the hydrolytic process occurs, 
where the ester linkage is attacked, but it is also a binding site involving 
the formation of a covalent bond between the basic group and the car
bonyl carbon atom. The strength of this contribution is small for acetyl
choline, but it can be quite large for other compounds in which the 
carbonyl carbon atom is more acidic (Lewis acid) e.g., acetic anhydride 
(4b). 

The binding of a molecule by a protein in aqueous solution depends 
upon the difference in the contact free energy of the molecule and the 
protein, and the molecule and water. In the case of a hydrocarbon group 
or other nonpolar group, the main driving force for binding is the tendency 
of the water to expel the group. The structure of the protein determines 
whether it can accommodate the molecule with respect to its size and 
shape and whether it can provide a nonpolar environment. Interestingly 
enough, it turns out that the energy change is small and that "hydro
phobic bonds" are a consequence of a favorable entropy change, which 
is thought to arise by the release of an ordered mantle of water molecules 
from the hydrocarbons. 

In the case of a polar group it would appear that the protein cannot 
play so passive a role but must wrest the group from the water if there 
is to be a binding contribution. Here, too, it is quite possible that the 
main driving force is the release of ordered water molecules. 

In the case of ionic bonds in water it again turns out that the favorable 
entropy change attending the release of water molecules is the main 
driving force. 

The nature of binding forces in solution has been reviewed by Kauz-
mann (5). 

The hydrolytic process is thought to have the mechanism (6) shown in 
Eqs. (1) and (2). 
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Here Η—G represents the esteratic site. The important feature is the 
formation of an acetyl-enzyme derivative as an intermediate and its 
subsequent hydrolysis. The rate equation for this formulation (7) is given 
in Eqs. ( 3 ) - ( 5 ) . 

1 1 Km 1 

ν " Α;Ε° + kW ( S ) ( 3 ) 

k = 7 — ^ 7 - ; includes ( H 2 0 ) ( 5 ) fa + fa 
It will be noted that all acetates must have the same value for fc4, and 

therefore the maximum value of k is fc4. A higher value of k implies a 
higher value of k3. It is also interesting that a high value of /c 3/fc 4 tends 
to make Km smaller, and if, as seems to be the case, fc3 is smaller than 
fc2, a high value of k will make Km smaller. However, it appears that this 
effect is sizable only for substrates which are hydrolyzed with a speed 
comparable to acetylcholine. 

The physical picture of the active site and the above mechanism reveal 
the possibility of two broad types of inhibitors. Members of one class 
simply form reversible addition complexes with the enzyme and might 
therefore be called prosthetic inhibitors. Members of the second class 
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transfer an acid group to the esteratic site, yielding a product analogous 
to the acetyl enzyme but which hydrolyzes very much more slowly, pos
sibly barely at all. These might be called oxydiaphoric inhibitors or acid-
transferring inhibitors. 

A. Prosthetic Inhibitors 

The theory suggests that an inhibitor might not only compete with 
acetylcholine for the free enzyme, but might also combine with the acetyl 
enzyme. The kinetics of inhibition would, in general, therefore be expected 
to show competitive and noncompetitive components (S). A number of 
compounds do show noncompetitive components (9). The formal scheme 
is given in Eqs. ( 6 ) - ( 9 ) . 

(6) 

( 7 ) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

«3 *4 

E + I ^ E - I ; Κτ 

E' + I ^ E ' - I ; Ki' 

E° = Ε + E' + E ' S + E - I + E'-I 

The steady-state solution is given in Eq. (10). 

A noncompetitive component is indicated by a displacement of the ν-1 

intercept. The size of the displacement depends on the value of fc4/fc3 and, 
therefore, on the substrate. I t is evident that if fc4/fc3 were large, the 
formation of the acetyl enzyme would be rate controlling, and a quite 
sizable inhibition of the deacylation would not significantly decrease the 
over-all velocity. This dependence upon the substrate has been observed. 
At present, it seems that the value of fc4/fc3 is considerably less than one 
for acetylcholine, perhaps 1/6; and in this case we are therefore able to 
evaluate K\. I t turns out that with rather small inhibitors, dimethyl-
ammonium ion and trimethylammonium ion, the values of K\, are about 
the same as Kh i.e., the inhibitors are bound equally well by the acetyl 
enzyme and the free enzyme; a quite reasonable result. But with tetra-
methylammonium ion and other tetrahedral quaternary ammonium ions, 
the binding with the acetyl enzyme is decidedly weaker than with the free 
enzyme. Acetylcholine, itself, fits into this latter category, and we are 
provided with a ready explanation of substrate inhibition. The binding 
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of acetylcholine with the acetyl enzyme inhibits the deacylation step 

We have already discussed three types of "bonds" which are formed 
between the enzyme and inhibitors and substrates: ionic bonds, hydro
phobic bonds, and a covalent bond between a basic group of the enzyme 
and a carbonyl carbon atom. It appears that under suitable circumstances 
hydrogen bonds may also be involved. An example is found in the case 
of 3-hydroxyphenyltrimethylammonium ion (II) (10). Here the hydroxyl 
group makes a binding contribution of a factor of about 120, as judged 
from a comparison with phenyltrimethylammonium ion (I ) . A hydrogen 
bond seems to be the only source of such a large factor, and a number of 
observations are consistent with this possibility. 

Except for the methyl groups, all atoms of this ion lie in a plane, and 
the position of the phenolic hydrogen has two possible positions: one as 
shown and the other obtained by rotation of 180° about the oxygen-ring 
axis. It is possible to show that the conformation shown is actually the 
one that is bound to the enzyme. This knowledge gives us the approximate 
position of the basic group with which it forms a hydrogen bond. This 
basic group may possibly be the basic group of the esteratic site to which 
we have already referred; but aside from the fact that the distance would 
fit, there is no supporting evidence for this possibility. 

B. Oxydiaphor ic Inhibitors 

The two most widely studied groups of oxydiaphoric or acid-trans
ferring inhibitors are derived from phosphoric acid and from carbamic 
acid. The former are often referred to as alkyl phosphates, and the latter 
as carbamates. 

1. A L K Y L P H O S P H A T E S 

These compounds have the general structure shown in ( I I I ) , where 
R x and R 2 may vary quite considerably. Typical substituents are hydro
carbon groups, alkoxy or phenoxy groups and their sulfur analogues, or 
amino or substituted amino groups. The group represented by X must 

(7,8). 

(I) (Π) 
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Ri Ο 
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ρ—χ 
/ 

R 2 

(ΠΙ) 

be such that for the particular R's, it forms a labile bond with phosphorus, 
i.e., the compound must be a phosphorylating agent. Representative 
groups are F, CN, 0 — C 6 H 4 — N 0 2 , and 0 — P ( 0 ) (OEt) 2 . Many more 
can be found in the article by Dr. O'Brien and in references (1) and (2). 

Compounds containing thiono sulfur are, in general, poor anticholin
esterases but may be quite toxic because of in vivo oxidation to the corre
sponding oxygen compound; e.g., parathion is converted to paraoxon (11). 

Some well-known members of this group of inhibitors are shown in 
structures ( I V ) - ( V I I I ) . 

i s o - C 3 H 7 0 0 i s o - C s H 7 O x / 0 C 2 H 5 O x / / 0 O ^ C 2 H 5 

1?—F P — F P - 0 — P ^ 
H 3 C i s o — C 3 H 7 0 C2HsO OC 2 H 5 

(IV) (V) (VI) 

C 2 H 5 O x / / > 
P - C N 

(CH 3 ) 2 N 

(VII) 

C 2 H S Q 

C 2 H.O 

N 0 2 

(vm) 
The mechanism of inhibition involves phosphorylation (4a, 12) and 

follows the scheme (13) shown in Eq. (11). 

Ri Ο 

Ρ—X + H—G 

Ε 

*7\° 

G 
II . 

^ — O + HX 

E" 
ft η 
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The symbol E " is used to distinguish the inhibited enzyme (phosphoryl 
enzyme) from the acetyl enzyme for which we have already used the 
symbol E'. 

The enzyme activity may recover, depending upon the R groups, by 
hydrolysis of the phosphoryl enzyme [Eq. ( 1 2 ) ] , but this is a very slow 

G H—G+ Ri Ο 
I I M l 

p = 0 + H 2 0 ;=± HO—Ρ—Ο" ^ H—G + Ρ—OH (12) 
/ \ / \ / 

Ri R2 R2 Ri R2 

process at best. In principle, a steady state is reached in which the rate of 
inhibition equals the rate of recovery. The rate equation for the approach 
to this steady state is given by Eq. (13), 

'»[Ι(Ι-[Ι1.) = -γτ7̂ (-[Ι1> <-> 
where δ = Ε · Ι + Ε is the quantity measured if the concentration of 
inhibitor is diluted to a sufficiently low value during the measurement 
with substrate. In the steady state 

[IL-&(•+?) 
Usually, the concentration of I required to produce a fairly rapid rate of 
inhibition, while small compared to Κι, is yet so high that [ δ / Ε ' ] 8 8 = 0. 

This situation can arise because kz is usually very large compared to A:4. 
In such situations the rate equation reduces to Eq. (15). 

( E ° ) M̂)= - * / ( ! ) « (15) 

This is the same equation as would be derived from a bimolecular re
action mechanism. Probably, in most cases the formation of a reversible 
complex is of little moment, but with special inhibitors, in particular 
those which are also substituted ammonium ions, such as (IX) and ( X ) , 
the formation of an active reversible complex is probably the reason for 
their extreme potency {14). In the absence of such special features, the 
potency of inhibitors might be expected to follow their strength as phos
phorylating agents, which in turn should parallel their anhydride char
acter. Thus, k'3 should bear some relation to the pKa of HX. A plot of 
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C H 3 — Ν — C H 2 - C H 2 — S — Ρ ; 

CH 3 

C H 3 — N - C H 3 

3 j 
CH 3 

OC 2 H 5 

(IX) (x) 
log fc'3 versus log fchyd where fchyd is the bimoleeular rate constant for the 
alkaline hydrolysis of the phosphate ester, yielded a straight line for a 
group of diethyl phosphates {15). 

The phosphoryl enzymes recover slowly in water {13). The inhibited 
enzymes derived from a series of inhibitors in which R x and R 2 are identi
cal, but in which the group represented by X varies, should be identical 
and should recover with the same rate of speed, i.e., they should have 
the same value for fc4 {13). This has been clearly demonstrated by 
Aldrich {16). 

The phosphoryl enzyme can also be reactivated by other nucleophilic 
agents (18), notably hydroxylamine and its derivatives. Choline is also a 
reactivator and here we must attribute its activity to the prior formation 
of an active reversible complex. Its nucleophilic activity is promoted by 
the formation of a suitable complex. With this promotion idea in mind, 
it was possible to prepare a compound, pyridine-2-aldoxime methiodide, 
with very remarkable reactivating power (17). This compound (X I ) , 

especially in conjunction with atropine, is quite effective as an antidote 
for many of these poisons (18). 

In this presentation it has been tacitly assumed that the group which 
is phosphorylated is the same as that which is considered to be acetylated 
during the normal activity of the enzyme. Evidence for this is that the 
phosphorylation is slowed in the presence of prosthetic inhibitors such as 
tetramethylammonium ion. It is also slowed in the presence of carbamates 
(19). Reactivation by choline is very strong evidence because choline is 
a poor nucleophile. The reactivation by hydroxylamine or choline is 

CH 3 

(XI) 
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slowed by prosthetic inhibitors; the recovery in water (reactivation by 
water) presumably would also be slowed, but it has not been studied. 

2 . C A R B A M A T E S 

These compounds have the general structure (XII ) . 

Ri Ο 
\ II 

N—C—X 
/ 

R 2 

(ΧΠ) 

It would appear that considerable variation in R x and R 2 would be 
possible, but the well-known carbamates are mostly methyl or dimethyl 
carbamates ( X I I - X V ) . 

(ΧΠΙ) 

I 
CH 3 

O - C — N(CH 3 

( X I V ) 

In contrast to the alkyl phosphates, the potent inhibitors generally con
tain an X group which has some degree of molecular complementarity 
with acetylcholinesterase, as illustrated by neostigmine. These carbamates 
react with acetylcholinesterase in accordance with the scheme given for 
the alkyl phosphates, and the mathematical treatment is the same as for 
the alkyl phosphates (20). Here, however, fc4 is not so small; the carbamyl 
enzyme recovers with a half-time of about 2 minutes; the methylcarbamyl 
enzyme about 3 8 minutes; and the dimethylcarbamyl enzyme about 2 7 

( X V ) 
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minutes. Steady states in accordance with Eq. (14) are readily obtained, 
but again it is often found that I < < Κτ, so that the equation of the 
steady state becomes [Eq. ( 1 6 ) ] : 

and I 5 0 = fc4/fc3'. In contrast to the usual alkyl phosphates, I 5 0 now has 
a physical meaning for the particular inhibitor but one which is quite 
different from its meaning with prosthetic inhibitors. A measurement of 
I 5 0 , since fc4 can also be measured, enables one to evaluate fc3'. These con
stants can be surprisingly high for the carbamyl and phosphoryl enzymes, 
but even the highest, 10 6 -10 7 liter m o l e - 1 m i n - 1 , are a thousand times 
smaller than the corresponding value for the formation of the acetyl 
enzyme from acetylcholine. 

The carbamyl enzymes are readily reactivated by hydroxylamine and 
choline but not by pyridine-2-aldoxime methiodide. Prosthetic inhibitors 
slow the recovery in water. Their effect on the carbamylation reaction has 
not been studied. Reactivation by choline again indicates that the group 
that is carbamylated is the same as the one that is phosphorylated and 
acetylated. 

In our discussion of oxydiaphoric inhibitors, we have treated the cases 
in which the enzyme is inactivated by reacting with the inhibitor in the 
absence of substrate. Assay is made with diluted enzyme solution and 
during a short time interval. If substrate is present, the situation becomes 
much more complicated. Here the phosphorylation or carbamylation will 
be slowed because much of the enzyme is combined with the substrate. In 
addition, the inhibitor if it is not too potent, may act also as a prosthetic 
inhibitor by combining reversibly with the free enzyme or acetyl enzyme, 
as already discussed. By the time a steady state is reached, there may be 
considerable choline accumulated, and this compound can act as a pros
thetic inhibitor; but even more important, it can reactivate the phosphoryl 
and especially the carbamyl enzymes. 

In our discussion of prosthetic inhibitors, we indicated how competitive, 
noncompetitive, or mixed inhibition could arise by the reversible reaction 
of the inhibitor with the free enzyme or acetyl enzyme. This should not be 
interpreted as denying that noncompetitive or even competitive inhibition 
can also arise in some other way, perhaps involving some other sites. 

In the case of the phosphoryl enzymes, the phosphorus atom has been 
recovered as a serine derivative after degradation (21). The acetyl and 
carbamyl enzymes cannot be recovered as amino acid derivatives (at least 

(16) 
SS 
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at present) because of their greater lability. I t would appear that serine 
is part of the active site, but because serine itself is very far from being 
a reactive molecule, we don't quite know what to do with this information, 
although there have been numerous, similar suggestions. 

Note added in proof: Since this paper was written, work has been pub
lished on methanesulfonic acid esters which have been shown to be another 
class of oxydiaphoric inhibitors. The methanesulfonyl-enzyme derivative ob
tained by reaction of the enzyme with these inhibitors does not hydrolyze in 
water, nor is the inhibited enzyme reactivated with hydroxylamine. Activity 
is restored, however, by reaction with quaternary pyridine oximes, particu
larly the 3-oximes, and by reaction with thiocholine. It is not appreciably 
reactivated by choline (22, 23). It has also been found that the reaction of 
certain oxydiaphoric inhibitors in which fluorine is the leaving group can be 
accelerated by substituted ammonium ions (24, 25). 
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